
 

 

 

WILLIAMS ANNOUNCES FIRST SPORTJET FITMENT TO SUNSEEKER YACHT   

Monaco Yacht Show, 23rd – 26th September, TS15 & JT20  

 

Following the very successful international launch of the Sportjet range last year, the world’s 

leading jet tender specialist, Williams Jet Tenders, is delighted to announce that the first 

Sportjet 460 model has been fitted to its stunning parent yacht, a Sunseeker 86 Yacht.   

 

The Sportjet 460 is the perfect companion to the elegant 86 Yacht and the ideal tender 

option for customers with a passion for watersports. Designed as an exciting performance 

boat, which is perfect for waterskiing or wakeboarding, the Sportjet offers an exhilarating 

ride and blistering pace. The model features the BRP Rotax 4-TEC 150 jet propulsion 

system, recognised as one of the cleanest and quietest engines in the industry, providing 

high performance, superior handling and low maintenance, as well as meeting the stringent 

CARB 3-star ultra-low-emission standards.  

 

The Sportjet 520, 460 – and the new Sportjet 400 model – are designed to fit yachts of 30 

metres plus, 25 metres plus and 20 metres plus respectively and are each powered by the 

legendary BRP Rotex 4-TEC series Jet Propulsion system. Just some of the features on board 

the range include a large sports platform area, rear-facing sports lounge seats, reversible 

backrest for sunbathing, folding helm with windshield, Sea Dek soft-feel footwell and 

platform, and large storage lockers. A windscreen, ski pole, navigation lights and bathing 

ladder are fitted as standard with optional extras including LED lights, bimini, spray dodger, 

Garmin chart plotter and a Fusion music system.  

 

Mathew Hornsby, Sales Director at Williams Jet Tenders, commented: “It’s fantastic to see 

the first Sportjet 460 model fitted to a Sunseeker yacht. We have been delighted with the 

response to the launch of the Sportjet range to date and its popularity as both a standalone 



boat and a tender. These models offer the reassurance of Williams’ heritage, delivering 

everything our customers expect from our tenders, whilst also being the go-to craft for 

wakeboarding and waterskiing sessions. Whether our customers want a tender that doubles 

as a ski boat, or are looking for a sporty standalone boat, the Sportjet range has been 

designed to work perfectly in both roles.” 

 

The Sportjet is available in four different colour schemes, with customers being able to 

select from the sleek tones of the Neptune Grey or Basalt Black, opt for the sporty Electro 

Blue, or go bold with the Lava Red look.  

 

Williams Jet Tenders, with its Sportjet, Turbojet and Dieseljet ranges, is recognised as the 

world’s leading manufacturer of jet-powered tenders. The company has developed strong 

relationships with leading yacht manufacturers including Princess, Sunseeker, Fairline, 

Azimut Benetti, Ferretti, Oyster, Jeanneau and Beneteau – with many models being 

specifically designed to accommodate a Williams tender. Williams produces over 700 boats 

per year.  

 

To find out further information about Williams please visit www.williamsjettenders.com 

 

Ends 

 

For further information about Williams, contact Steph Muir or Nicola McKenna on 01425 

472330 or email williams@mckennatownsend.com  
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